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We study SU(2) lattice gauge theory at T > 0 in a finite box with fixed holonomy value at the spatial boundary.
We search for (approximate) classical solutions of the lattice field equations and find in particular the dissociated
calorons recently discussed by van Baal and collaborators.
The quark confinement has not yet found a sat-
isfactory explanation. Several models are under
consideration. The dual superconductor scenario
views confinement as a dual Meissner effect due
to the condensation of Abelian monopoles. An
alternative promising approach is based on the
center-vortex dominance picture. On the other
hand there is the semiclassical approach based
on instanton solutions. It provides successful
phenomenology for many phenomena in hadron
physics. Unfortunately, instanton gas or liquid
models fail to explain confinement. The question
arises, whether other extended classical objects
- e.g. monopoles or dyons - could be suited to
describe confinement within a semi-classical ap-
proach.
We consider SU(2) lattice gauge theory at fi-
nite temperature with periodic boundary condi-
tions characterized additionally by a non-trivial
holonomy P(x) at the spatial boundary. The
Polyakov line at the boundary is then the trace
of the holonomy L(x) = 1
2
trP(x).
Our investigation (see also [1]) is motivated
by papers of Pierre van Baal and co-workers
[2], who have thoroughly reconsidered the car-
riers of topological charge in a Yang-Mills field
at finite temperature (calorons). They have an-
alytically demonstrated that completely different
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caloron solutions appear once a non-trivial holon-
omy P(x) at |x| → ∞ is admitted. These so-
lutions differ from the ’t Hooft periodic instan-
tons employed for the standard semi-classical ap-
proach at finite temperatures [3–5]. The latter
solutions have trivial holonomy i.e. P(x)→ 1 for
|x| → ∞.
The most interesting feature of the new
calorons is the fact that monopole constituents
of an instanton can become explicit as degrees of
freedom [7,8]. They carry magnetic charge (in
fact, they are BPS monopoles [6]) and 1/Ncolor
units of topological charge. Being part of classi-
cal solutions of the Euclidean field equations, one
can hope that the instanton constituents can play
an independent role in the semiclassical analysis
of T 6= 0 Yang-Mills theory (and of full QCD).
Here we present an exploratory study where
we have searched for characteristic differences be-
tween the two phases as far as semiclassical back-
ground fields are concerned. The latter become
visible in the result of cooling.
We have fixed during the simulation and under
cooling the boundary time-like link variables in
order to keep a certain value of P(x) = P∞ every-
where on the spatial surface of the system while
conserving periodicity. In this case, the influence
of the respective phase, that we want to describe,
is twofold : (i) the cooling starts from genuine
thermal Monte Carlo gauge field configurations,
2generated on a N3s × Nt lattice; (ii) the value of
the holonomy P∞ was chosen in accordance with
the average of L, which is approximately vanish-
ing in the confinement phase and nonvanishing
but far from unity in the deconfinement phase at
not too high temperatures.
For a lattice of size 163 × 4 we have chosen
β = 2.2 (confinement, 〈L〉 ≃ 0.) and β = 2.4 (de-
confinement, 〈L〉 = 0.27), respectively. We freeze
the timelike links Ux,µ=4 at the spatial bound-
ary equally to each other such that (Ux,µ=4)
Nt =
P∞. For the holonomy itself, an ‘Abelian’ form
P∞ = a0+ i a3 τ3 was chosen, with a0 = 〈L〉 and
a3 =
√
1− a20 in correspondence with the average
Polyakov line. In order to search exclusively for
objects with low action the criterion for stopping
at some cooling step n was that Sn < 2 Sinst, the
last change of action |Sn − Sn−1| < 0.01 Sinst,
and Sn − 2 Sn−1 + Sn−2 < 0 (Sinst denoting the
action of a single instanton). For each β-value we
have scanned O(200) configurations obtained by
cooling.
As can be seen from Table 1 the cooled sample
obtained in the confinement phase has a differ-
ent composition than that of the deconfinement
phase.
Table 1
Relative frequencies of the occurence of different
kinds of (approximate) solutions for β = 2.2 (con-
finement) and β = 2.4 (deconfinement) after cool-
ing.
Type of solution β = 2.2 β = 2.4
DD 0.63± 0.08 0.02± 0.01
DD 0.27± 0.05 0.78± 0.07
CAL 0.02± 0.01 0.
M , 2M 0.01± 0.01 0.07± 0.02
trivial vacuum 0.07± 0.03 0.13± 0.03
In the following let us explain these configurations
in some detail.
In the confinement phase clearly dominate ‘dyon-
dyon’ pairs (DD) reminiscent of the new caloron
solutions. In Figs. 1 we show, projected onto
the x1− x2-plane (i.e. summed over x3, x4 or x3,
resp.), the topological charge and the Polyakov
line, respectively, of such a ‘dyon’ pair. Notice
the opposite sign of the Polyakov line near the
maxima of the two bumps of topological charge.
Other selfdual objects, having a rather O(4)
rotationally invariant distribution of action and
topological charge, are frozen out relatively in-
frequently. They resemble the ’t Hooft periodic
instanton. We call them caloron (CAL). Un-
der the specific boundary conditions, however,
the Polyakov line distribution around the caloron
exhibits opposite peaks. Thus, this type of con-
figurations appears to be a limiting case of the
‘dyon-dyon’ pairs.
Both DD and CAL objects can be well fitted
by the analytically known solutions [8]. In Fig. 2
we show measured and fitted action density pro-
files for a typical DD configuration found in the
confinement phase.
The frequency distribution of the scale sizes ρ
obtained by these fits is shown in Fig. 3.
Mixed configurations with two lumps of oppo-
site topological charge are found in a quarter of
the configurations. We call them ‘dyon-antidyon’
pairs (DD). In these configurations the Polyakov
line has a same-sign maximum on top of the
opposite-sign topological charge lumps. Besides
of this, the two sums Q+ =
∑
x q(x) Θ(q(x)) and
Q− =
∑
x q(x) Θ(−q(x)) are almost equal to +
1
2
and − 1
2
, respectively, which supports an interpre-
tation as half-instanton and half-antiinstanton.
With respect to cooling these semi-classical ob-
jects are as quasistable as the DD configurations.
Therefore, one is tempted to interprete the DD
pair as a solution of the field equation of motion,
too. But so far we do not have a clear under-
standing of these objects.
It is remarkable that selfdual or antiselfdual DD
configurations are very rare in the deconfinement
phase. DD mixed configurations are typical for
this phase.
In the deconfined phase the next important
type of cooled configurations are purely magnetic
ones (Smagnetic >> Selectric) with quantized ac-
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Figure 1. The 2d projected distributions of topo-
logical charge (a) and Polyakov line (b) for a self-
dual DD pair.
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Figure 2. Action density profiles s(x), s(y), s(z)
of a DD event. Dashed lines correspond to a fit
with van Baal’s solution (scale size ρ ·T = 0.63 ).
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Figure 3. ρ distribution of 94 DD and CAL
events, resp.
4tion in units of Sinst/2. We call them M con-
figurations. With a lower probability also mag-
netic configurations with twice as large action
(2M type configurations) are found. After fixing
the maximally Abelian gauge these configurations
turn out to be completely Abelian. We can iden-
tify them as pure equally distributed magnetic
fluxes related to world-sheets of Dirac strings
(‘Dirac sheet’) on the dual lattice. With some
rate they also emerge in the result of further cool-
ing of DD configurations.
Concluding we can say that the environment
considered with fixed holonomy at spatial bound-
aries provides an interesting pattern of semi-
classical objects characteristic for the confine-
ment as well as for the deconfinement phase. We
have no evidence so far, that the finite tempera-
ture gauge fields in large volumes can be under-
stood in terms of quantum fluctuations around
calorons with non-trivial holonomy. This ques-
tion is under consideration at present. Anyway,
we feel that the development of a semiclassical ap-
proach based on solutions with non-trivial holon-
omy might have a chance to shed more light on
the mechanisms of the deconfinement transition.
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